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A B S T R A C T

Globally, governments are contributing to the four main concerns of this century, namely, boosting urban air

quality, halting climate change, ensuring energy security and mitigating human health issues associated

with air pollution. These concerns are primarily driven by the transportation industry 5.0. Sustainable trans-

portation in the context of Industry 5.0 considers three factors, namely, economic, environmental and social

developments, one of which is a conversion to electric vehicles (EVs) as a mode of transportation industry

5.0. Therefore, significant efforts are being exerted to integrate sustainable transportation modelling

approaches (ISTMA) for electronic passenger vehicle (EPV) supportive industry 5.0. Selecting the most sus-

tainable ISTMA for EPV in the context of Industry 5.0 is a crucial decision in sustainable transportation indus-

try 5.0 and fell under the multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) problem due to the five fundamental

issues, namely, multiple evaluation criteria, the varying priorities of these criteria, the presence of several

levels of criteria diminishes the weight of criteria with sub-criteria, criteria trade-offs and data variation. In

this paper, a novel ISTMAs for EPV benchmarking that integrates probabilistic hesitant fuzzy set-fuzzy-

weighted zero-inconsistency (P-H-FWZIC) and multiplicative multi-objective Optimisation by ratio analysis

(MULTIMOORA) methods are proposed on the basis of the established scoring decision matrix. The proposed

integrated methods are used in the first stage to establish decision matrices based on the intersection of the

sub-levels of criteria with ISTMAs for EPV using feed-forward data presentation and backward scoring pro-

cess (BSP) procedures, on this basis, a scoring decision matrix based on intersection between the sustainabil-

ity in the context of Industry 5.0 and other main criteria with ISTMAs for EPV is established. P-H-FWZIC

method is used to accomplish multiple functions, including the evaluation of market share (MS) criterion

and weighting the criteria. MULTIMOORA method is used to accomplish multiple functions, including the

establishing of scoring decision matrix and the benchmarking of ISTMAs for EPV. A total of ISTMAs for EPV

are evaluated and benchmarked on the basis of the identified main criteria with respect to sub levels of crite-

ria. According to the P-H-FWZIC results, the Sus (Sustainability) criterion receives the highest priority with

weight value of (0.4722), followed by the SS (Supply Side) and DS (Demand Side) criteria with weight values

of (0.3667), and (0.1612), respectively. The MULTIMOORA results reveal that ISTMA1, ISTMA7 and ISTMA2

are the top three sustainable approaches for EPV in the context of Industry 5.0. Lastly, the reliability of the

integrated MCDM methods is validated and evaluated using sensitivity analysis and the Spearman correla-

tion coefficient test as well as comparison analysis.
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Introduction

This century’s biggest challenges include boosting urban air

quality, halting climate change, ensuring energy security and mit-

igating human health issues associated with air pollution. The

transportation industry certainly contributes to these issues (Fan
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et al., 2018). The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

reported (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2015) that

14% of global greenhouse gas emissions resulted from the trans-

portation industry. According to the World Health Organization

(Health Organization, 2016), urban air pollution is responsible for

3 million deaths and 85 million disabilities. The governments

identified electric vehicle (EV) diffusion as a potential solution to

these issues (He & Wang, 2022; Khan et al., 2020; Liao et al.,

2017). Consideration must be given to the fact that transportation

systems are multidimensional and that their problems emerge

from their underlying structure.

This multidimensionality relates to the various parties and

their objectives and interests in the transportation system, as

well as the different sectors involved (Lopez-Arboleda et al.,

2019). These parties can be categorised according to their role in

the transportation industry and the diffusion process of EVs into

the supply and demand sides. On the supply side of the market,

vehicle producers, fuel distributors, fuel producers and vehicle

dealers who offer fuels, vehicles and technical services are

included. On the demand side of the market, consumers who

require technical services, fuels, vehicles and infrastructure are

involved. Furthermore, governmental actors develop regulations

and policies to manage the relationships between the supply and

demand sides and to encourage a certain technology or behaviour

based on the political agenda of each nation (Kanger et al., 2019;

Trencher, 2020).

In recent years, increasing emphasis has been placed on

modelling the integration of the supply−demand and sustainabil-

ity in the context of Industry 5.0 interactions for the passenger

EV diffusion. The concept of sustainable development was defined

as the “development that meets the needs of the present without

compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own

needs. While the social- and human-related issues are an integral

part of this concept, they are merely discussed within human-cen-

tricity in the context of Industry 5.000 (Jafari et al., 2022). In terms

of supply−demand interactions, the criteria that consumers use

to select a technology for purchase must be evaluated, and the

diffusion process defines the options of several consumers. In

addition, most studies focused on sustainability in the context of

Industry 5.0 as an endpoint indicator rather than analysing how

this indicator interacted with the transportation system (supply

−demand) or how it interacted with other sustainability factors

in the context of Industry 5.0 (e.g. economic, environmental and

social) (Kanger et al., 2019; Kieckh€afer et al., 2017; Onat et al.,

2017; Sen et al., 2017; Shafiei et al., 2018; Trencher, 2020).

The literature identifies multiple approaches to modelling the

system in an integrative manner. However, most of these

approaches do not account for the connection between the sus-

tainability factors in the context of Industry 5.0, which may affect

the evaluation’s performance (Fraga-Lamas et al., 2021; Maddi-

kunta et al., 2022; Yuan et al., 2017). The integrated sustainable

transportation modelling approaches (ISTMA) for electronic pas-

senger vehicle (EPV) can be evaluated and benchmarked to iden-

tify the most and least sustainable in the context of Industry 5.0

approaches. Thus, further investigation is required to identify the

research gap, challenges and issues associated with evaluating

and benchmarking ISTMA for EPV in the literature.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 includes related

work, including two aspects: research gap, challenge and issues

and theory justifications. Section 3 presents the research method-

ology used to evaluate and benchmark ISTMA for EPV. Section 4

provides the discussion and results. Section 5 presents the evalu-

ation and validation of the proposed method using sensitivity

and comparison analyses. Section 6 presents the conclusions and

future work.

Related work

The related work is discussed in two subsections. Section 2.1 high-

lights the research gap, challenges and issues Section 2.2 discusses

the theory justifications.

Research gap, challenge and issues

The evaluation and benchmarking ISTMA for EPV to identify the

most and least sustainable in the context of Industry 5.0 approaches

is challenging because of the multidimensionality of the available cri-

teria (Abubakar et al., 2019; Guaita Martínez et al., 2019; Yue, 2022).

Many ISTMAs for EPV exist in the literature such as (Kieckh€afer et al.,

2017; Onat et al., 2017; Sen et al., 2017; Shafiei et al., 2018). However,

no superior ISTMA for EPV simultaneously meets all the necessary

criteria, including the performance indicators for sustainable trans-

portation Industry 5.0. Therefore, Evaluating the existing ISTMAs for

EPV from a single vantage point would be inappropriate. To fill this

research gap, four evaluation issues must be addressed (Alamoodi et

al., 2022a, 2022b; Albahri et al., 2022a; Krishnan et al., 2021):

(i) Different evaluation criteria exist for evaluating and benchmark-

ing ISTMAs for EPV because they indicate the ISTMAs’ for EPV sus-

tainability in the context of Industry 5.0. For instance, the three

main criteria (Supply Side (SS), Demand Side (DS), and Sustain-

ability (Sus)) of ISTMAs for EPV are measured by sub levels of cri-

teria supportive industry 5.0. The DS criterion is measured by the

first level of criteria (consumer modelling (CM) and market share

(MS)); CM criterion is measured by second level of criteria (finan-

cial attributes (FAttributes), technological attributes (TechAttri-

butes), and FAvailability); FAttributes and TechAttributes criteria

are measured by the third level of criteria (price, fuel cost (FCost)

maintenance cost (MCost), and battery cost (BCost)) and (range,

environmental performance (EPerformance) and vehicle perfor-

mance (VPerformance)). This example shows the complexity of

evaluating the ISTMAs for EPV based on one of the main criteria.

(ii) The priorities of these criteria are varied and should be consid-

ered.

(iii) The presence of several levels of criteria diminishes the weight of

criteria with sub-criteria. For instance, when the CM and MS

weight values are 0.5093 and 0.4907, respectively. The weight of

CM (0.5093) will be divided amongst the three criteria of CM (i.e.

FAttributes, TechAttributes, and FAvailability), and the weight

values will be further divided on the sublevel of FAttributes and

TechAttributes. At the end of this procedure, the benchmarking

of ISTMAs for EPV will be determined by the actual weight value

of MS and the tiny weight values of the criteria at the final level

of CM, which are deemed unreasonable.

(iv) The ISTMAs’ for EPV performance evaluation is influenced by

trade-offs amongst the evaluation criteria in the context of

Industry 5.0. For example, increasing the economic criterion is a

logical consequence of improving the environmental criterion.

(v) Another issue that needs to be considered whilst evaluating the

ISTMAs for EPV is the variance in data. A change in one criterion

may affect the value of others.

Therefore, finding the most and least sustainable ISTMAs for EPV

in the context of Industry 5.0 is a challenging multicriteria decision-

making (MCDM) problem. Scholars have developed a range of MCDM

techniques for determining the optimal alternative. Therefore, an

MCDMmethod is necessary to bridge this gap and solve the complex-

ity of the problem.
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Theory justifications

The origins of MCDM can be traced back to operations research,

which covers a wide range of methods and applications in fields,

such as healthcare, education, transportation, management, invest-

ment, environment, immigration and military. Multiple MCDM rank-

ing methods, including ELECTRE, TOPSIS and VIKOR, have been

applied in the literature. In contrast, the multiplicative multi-objec-

tive optimisation by ratio analysis (MULTIMOORA) is superior to

these methods (Hafezalkotob et al., 2019). In addition, MULTIMOORA

is more straightforward and stable than ELECTRE, TOPSIS and VIKOR.

It also demands the least amount of processing time and mathemati-

cal calculations (Brauers & Zavadskas, 2012). Nevertheless, MULTI-

MOORA must be integrated with another MCDM weighting method

to prioritize the list of the criteria. To obtain such outcomes, AHP,

BWM and ANP are employed in the literature. The main limitation of

these methods is the inconsistency that resulted from pairwise com-

parisons.

Recently, Ref. Mohammed et al. (2022) proposed the fuzzy-

weighted zero-inconsistency (FWZIC) method to overcome this

limitation. However, the original version of FWZIC was extended

under triangular fuzzy environment, which could not manage the

ambiguity, uncertainty and vagueness of information that

resulted from the uncertainty of experts adequately. Later, FWZIC

has been integrated with cubic Pythagorean fuzzy sets (Alamoodi

et al., 2022a), neutrosophic fuzzy sets (Alamoodi et al., 2022b),

interval type 2 trapezoidal�fuzzy sets (Krishnan et al., 2021),

Pythagorean fuzzy sets (Albahri et al., 2022b), q-rung orthopair

fuzzy sets (Albahri et al., 2022c), Pythagorean m-Polar Fuzzy sets

(Albahri et al., 2022b), spherical fuzzy sets (Qahtan et al., 2022),

T-spherical fuzzy sets (Alsalem et al., 2021) and dual-hesitant

fuzzy sets (Al-Humairi et al., 2022) to address these issues.

Despite all these remarkable efforts, the ambiguity, uncertainty

and vagueness of information still open issues.

Acquiring sufficient and reliable data for practical decision

making is challenging due to the extreme ambiguity, uncertainty

and vagueness of information. Consequently, dealing with these

issues in actual decision-making processes is vital. Fuzzy set the-

ory (Zadeh, 1965) stands out for this purpose and has been

widely adopted in many areas. Hesitant fuzzy set (HFS) (Torra,

2010) is a promising addition to the traditional fuzzy set that

enhances MCDM by managing uncertainty efficiently. Rodríguez

et al. (2014) conducted a comprehensive review on HFS. Evi-

dently, the review shows that (i) HFS is a generic and more flexi-

ble preference structure with the potential to reduce uncertainty;

(ii) HFS also facilitates the preference elicitation of experts; (iii) it

gradually showed up the serious loss of information, and (iv) the

probability of each element’s occurrence is ignored. In 2014, Zhu

(2014) proposed probabilistic hesitant fuzzy set (P-HFS) that

added the probability into the HFS. This innovative research could

address the shortcoming of HFSs successfully. In addition, P-HFS

not only permits many perspectives but also assigns an occur-

rence probability to each perspective, thereby increasing the

information’s reliability (Zhang et al., 2017). Later, Zhang (2014)

examined several P-HFS operations and provided MCDM with

their application. Zhang et al. (2017) improved the definition of

P-HFS and proposed some P-HFS properties and operations. All

these research bring the study of P-HFS to a new level. Therefore,

we are inspired to extend FWZIC with the P-HFS in this study to

overcome the aforementioned issues. Furthermore, motivated by

the research challenges, the main objective contributes by pro-

posing a feed-forward and backward procedures to benchmark

the ISTMAs for EPV in the context of Industry 5.0 based on the

extension of probabilistic hesitant fuzzy set and multi criteria

decision making. Several novel contributions have been made as

follows.

1. This study established decision matrices based on the intersection

of the sub-levels of criteria with ISTMAs for EPV using FFDP and

BSP procedures in the context of Industry 5.0.

2. This study established a scoring decision matrix based on the

intersection between the sustainability and other main criteria

with ISTMAs for EPV in the context of Industry 5.0 on the basis of

the established DMs.

3. This study extended FWZIC method with the P-HFS, hereafter

called P-H-FWZIC, to accomplish multiple functions, including the

evaluation of MS criterion and weighting the criteria.

4. This study utilized the MULTIMOORA method to accomplish mul-

tiple functions, including the establishing of scoring decision

matrix and the benchmarking of ISTMAs for EPV in the context of

Industry 5.0.

5. This study proposes a novel ISTMAs for EPV benchmarking in the

context of Industry 5.0 based on the established scoring decision

matrix by employing MULTIMOORA and P-H-FWZIC methods.

Methodology

In this section, ISTMAs for EPV benchmarking that integrate P-H-

FWZIC and MULTIMOORA methods-based decision matrices formula-

tion of ISTMA for EPV in the context of Industry 5.0 is presented. After

identifying the ISTMA for EPV alternatives and evaluation criteria, as

well as formulating the ISTMA for EPV decision matrix, the P-H-

FWZIC is initially used to determine the weight of the evaluation cri-

teria as the main function. Then, the MULTIMOORA method is utilised

to determine the ISTMAs for EPV that is the most sustainable as the

main function. The proposed methodology consists of two main

stages (ISTMA for EPV decision matrix formulation and development)

in the context of Industry 5.0, which will be explained as follows.

Stage I: decision matrix formulation of ISTMA for EPV in the context of

industry 5.0

This stage includes three primary steps:

Step 1: An alternative list of ISTMA is identified and defined for EPV.

In this regard, 11 ISTMAs for EPV are identified (Lopez-Arboleda

et al., 2019).

Step 2: The evaluation criteria list of ISTMA for EPV in the context of

Industry 5.0 is identified and defined based on the systematic

review conducted by Lopez-Arboleda et al. (2019). In this context,

three main criteria are used to evaluate the identified ISTMA,

namely, SS, DS and Sus. The SS consists of two levels of criteria;

the first level has the FS and VS criteria; the second level has

research and development (R&D), fuel produced (FProd), fuel pro-

duction cost (FpCost), fuel demand (FDemand), fuel price (FCost)

and fuel availability (FAvailability) under FS criterion; and R&D,

quantity produced (QProd), vehicle production cost (VpCost),

vehicle technical attributes (TecAtt), dealer cost (DCost), expected

demand (EDemand), Sales, and retail price (RPrice) under VS crite-

rion. The DS consists of three levels of criteria; the first level has

the CM and MS criteria; the second level has FAttributes, TechAt-

tributes, and FAvailability under CM criterion; the third level had

price, FCost, MCost, and BCost under FAttributes criterion; and

range, EPerformance, and VPerformance under TechAttributes cri-

terion. Finally, The Sus consists of two levels of criteria; the first

level has the economic (ECO), environmental (ENV), and social

(SOC); the second level has market share composition (MSC), fuel

consumption (FC), total cost (TC), gross domestic product (GDP),

and environmental damage cost (EDC) under ECO criterion; and

energy use (Euse), using GHG emission (GHG use), using VOC

emission (VOC use), using PM emission (PM use), using NOx emis-

sion (NOX use), production GHG emission (GHG Prod), production
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VOC emission (VOC Prod), production PM emission (PM Prod),

production NOx emission (NOX Prod), and water footprint (WF)

under ENV criterion. Fig. 1 depicts the structure of the identified

criteria.

Step 3: The decision matrices (DMs) of ISTMA for EPV in the context

of Industry 5.0 are derived from the crossover of the identified

alternative list (Step 1) and their evaluation criteria (Step 2). The

feed-forward data presentation (FFDP) of the first main criterion

(SS) is presented by FS and VS (see Fig. 1). The FFDPs of FS and VS

are presented by (R&D, FProd, FpCost, FDemand, FCost, and

FAvailability) and (R&D, QProd, VpCost, TecAtt, DCost, EDemand,

Sales, and RPrice), respectively. The FFDP of the second main

Fig. 1. Feed-forward data presentation and backward scoring process procedures and scoring decision metric.
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criterion (DS) is presented by CM and MS. The FFDP of CM is pre-

sented by FAttributes, TechAttributes and FAvailability, whilst the

FFDPs of FAttributes and TechAttributes are presented by (price,

FCost, MCost, and BCost) and (range, EPerformance and VPerform-

ance), respectively. Finally, the FFDP of the third main criterion

(Sus) is presented by ECO, ENV and SOC. Similarly, the FFDPs of

ECO and ENV are presented by (MSC, FC, TC, GDP and EDC) and

(Euse, GHG use, VOC use, PM use, NOX use, GHG Prod, VOC Prod,

PM Prod, NOX Prod and WF), respectively. Table A.1 in the appen-

dix presents the DMs of ISTMA for EPV.

In the following stage, the identified criteria of the ISTMA for EPV

in the context of Industry 5.0 are firstly weighted as the main func-

tion using the proposed P-H−FWZIC. These weights and the formu-

lated DMs are fed to MULTIMOORA method to benchmark the

ISTMAs and determine the most sustainable one for EPV as the main

function.

Stage II: development and integration

The evaluation and benchmarking of the ISTMA for EPV in the

context of Industry 5.0 is accomplished by the novel integration of

weighting and ranking MCDM techniques. In the subsections that fol-

low, the proposed integration is outlined in depth.

Development of P-H−FWZIC weighting method

In this paper, the P-H−FWZIC method is developed to perform

two functions. The first and main task is to apply weights to the spec-

ified ISTMA for EPV evaluation criteria, and the second task is to eval-

uate the values of the MS criterion in the context of Industry 5.0. The

step-by-step procedure of P-H−FWZIC is given as:

Step 1: The pre-set ISTMA’ evaluation criteria for EPV are examined

and presented in this step (Stage 1).

Step 2: The identification and nomination of at least three experts in

the relevant study field are performed in this step. Subsequently,

the data collecting form is established and confirmed by the cho-

sen experts for assessment purposes. Table 1 contains the linguis-

tic expressions that the experts are supposed to use when

expressing their opinions on each of the ISTMA for EPV criteria.

Step 3: The expert decision matrix (EDM) is created in this step by

crossing the ISTMA for EPV criteria with the chosen experts, as

indicated in Eq. (1). For further analysis, the linguistic expressions

extracted from the data collecting form in the preceding step are

replaced with a numeric scale.

EDM ¼

C1 . . . Cn

E1

..

.

Ef3

C11=E11 ⋯ C1n=E1n

..

.
⋱

..

.

Cf1=Ef1 ⋯ Cfn=Efn

2

6

6

6

4

3

7

7

7

5

ð1Þ

Step 4: This step involves the application of P-HFS to transform EDM

into P-HFS−EDM. This transformation is accomplished using

probabilistic hesitant fuzzy numbers (P-HFNs) (Table 1) that

replace the crisp values (numeric scale) in the EDM. This part of

the proposed method is crucial because it manages expert uncer-

tainty and obtains confidence for each element that could serve as

potential information for MCDM (Krishankumar et al., 2021). The

following is the definition of P-HFS and P-HFNs, which indicate

probabilities in hesitant fuzzy information.

Definition. (1) (Xu & Zhou, 2017) Let F be a fixed set. The P-HFS on F

can be represented as follows:

HP ¼ h g ijpið Þjg I; I
n o

;
where hðg ijpiÞ is a set of some elements g ijpi denoting the probabili-

ties in hesitant fuzzy information to the set HP,

g i 2 F;0�g i�1; i ¼ 1;2; . . . ;h, where h is the number of possible ele-

ments in hðg ijpiÞ, pi 2 ½0;1� is the hesitant probability of g1and
P

h

i¼p

pi ¼

1 . For convenience, hðg ijpiÞ represents the P-HFNs, and HP repre-

sents the set of all P-HFS.

Step 5: The P-HFS−EDM derived in the preceding step is utilised to

generate the weight values of each criterion used to evaluate

ISTMA for EPV. Firstly, the P-HFNs for each criterion across the

three experts within the P-HFS−EDM are aggregated using the

probabilistic hesitant fuzzy weighted average (PHFWA) operator

(Jiang & Ma, 2018) shown in Eq. (2).

PHFWA h1 pð Þ;h2 pð Þ;⋯;hn pð Þð Þ ¼ �
n

i¼1
vihi pð Þ ¼

[ g11
2h1 ;g21

2h2 ;⋯;hn1
2hn

1�
Y

n

ii¼1

1� g i1

� �vi

2

4

3

5

Y

n

i¼1

Pi1=
Y

n

i¼1

X

�

�

�

�

hi pð Þ

�

�

�

�

l¼1

pi1

0

B

B

B

B

@

1

C

C

C

C

A

0

B

B

B

B

B

@

1

C

C

C

C

C

A

8

>

>

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

>

>

:

9

>

>

>

>

>

=

>

>

>

>

>

;

ð2ÞThen, the resulting fuzzy weight values are defuzzied using Eq. (3)

(Xu & Zhou, 2017) and converted into crisp weight values.

s h
� �

¼
X

h

i¼1

g ipi ð3Þ

Finally, the summation of the weights for the main criteria and

each sub-level must equal 1. If this criterion was not met, then the

values are rescaled using Eq. (4).

wj ¼ sj=
X

J

j¼1

sj ð4Þ

where sj represents the weight value for each criterion.

Notably, the five preceding steps are performed separately on the

main criteria and each level’s criteria. The weights are calculated in

this manner because the weight value of the criterion with multiple

sub criteria does not reflect the actual weight of that criterion com-

pared to the criterion with no sub criteria. Therefore, the weight val-

ues of the criteria are determined at each level independently, and

the backward scoring process (BSP) is used to benchmark each ISTMA

for EPV in the context of Industry 5.0 a reasonable manner, as

explained in detail in the following section. Algorithm 1 illustrates

the pseudocode of the P-H−FWZIC weighting method.

Employment of MULTIMOORA ranking method

In this section, the DMs (Section 3.1) and the weight values of the cri-

teria (Section 3.2.1) are used to benchmark the ISTMAs for EPV. TheMUL-

TIMOORA method is used to perform two functions: creating the DMs

and benchmarking ISTMAs for EPV in the context of Industry 5.0 as main

function, as shown in the following steps (Hafezalkotob et al., 2019):

Step 1: Before applying MULTIMOORA, the DMs produced from Stage I

must be normalised. Normalisation is used to unite the different

dimensions of the criteria to conduct the benchmarking process. In

Table 1

Linguistic expressions and their corresponding numeric scale and P-HFNs.

Linguistic expressions Numeric scale P-HFNs

M1 M2 P1 P2

Very Important (VI) 1 0.9 0.95 0.4 0.6

Important (I) 2 0.7 0.75 0.5 0.4

Average (Av) 3 0.5 0.55 0.45 0.5

Low Important (LI) 4 0.3 0.35 0.7 0.3

Very Low Important (VLI) 5 0.1 0.2 0.8 0.2

5
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MCDM approaches, various normalising schemes have been imple-

mented. According to Ref. Brauers et al. (2008), vector normalisa-

tion is the most robust option for use in MULTIMOORA. Therefore,

Eq. (5) is employed to normalise the formulated DMs.

x�ij ¼
xij

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Pm
i¼1 xij

� �2
q ð5Þ

Step 2: The ratio score system is utilised to compute the ranking

value ðy1Þ of the ISTMAs for EPV regarding the criteria at each

level using Eq. (6).

Yi ¼
X

g

j¼1

wjx
�
ij �

X

n

j¼gþ1

wjx
�
ij ð6Þ

where g represents the number of benefit criteria, and (n-g) repre-

sents the number of cost criteria. The superiority of the alternative

increases with its ranking value. Therefore, alternatives can be

ranked according to the decreasing order of their respective ranking

values ðy1Þ , as shown in Eq. (7).

RRSS ¼ A
i

�

�

�

�

maxyi

>⋯>A
i

�

�

�

�

maxy
i

8

>

>

<

>

>

:

9

>

>

=

>

>

;

; ð7Þ

Step 3: The reference point system is utilised to compute the ranking

value (zi) of the ISTMAs for EPV regarding the criteria at each level.

Firstly, the maximal objective reference point (MORP) vector is

calculated using Eq. (8). Subsequently, the distance between the

weighted value of each MORP vector member and the weighted

alternative rating is calculated using Eq. (9).

Rj ¼ maxx�ij
i

; j�g;maxx�ij
i

; > g

( )

ð8Þ

dij ¼

�

�

�

�

wjrj �wjx
�
ij

�

�

�

�

: ð9Þ

Eq. (10) is utilised to compute the zi by maximizing the distance

presented in Eq. (9) as follows:

zi ¼ maxdij;
j

ð10Þ

The superiority of an alternative increases as its ranking value

decreases. The alternatives are listed according to the ascending

order of their ranking values (zi), as shown in Eq. (11).

RRPS ¼ A
i

�

�

�

�

minzi i

>⋯>Ai

i

�

�

�

�

maxzi i

8

>

>

<

>

>

:

9

>

>

=

>

>

;

; ð11Þ

Step 4: The full multiplicative form system is used to compute the

ranking value ðuiÞ of the ISTMAs for EPV regarding the criteria at

each level using Eq. (12).

ui ¼
Y

g

j¼1

x�ij

� �wj

=
Y

n

j¼gþ1

x�ij

� �wj

; ð12Þ

The superiority of an alternative increases with its ranking value.

Consequently, the alternatives can be arranged in descending order

of their respective ranking values (uiÞ, as shown in Eq. (13).

RFMFS ¼ A
i

�

�

�

�

maxui I

>⋯>Ai

i

�

�

�

�

min

ui

8

>

>

<

>

>

:

9

>

>

=

>

>

;

ð13Þ

Step 5: The scores and ranks of the ISTMAs for EPV that are calculated

in Steps 2, 3 and 4 are aggregated using rank position method

(RPM) to generate the final scores and ranks of the ISTMAs for

EPV, as shown in Eq. (14).

RPM Aið Þ ¼ 1= 1=r yið Þ þ 1=r zið Þ þ 1=r uið Þð Þ; ð14Þ

The best ISTMAs for EPV based on RPM has the minimum value of

RPMðAiÞ.

The above five steps of MULTIMOORA are performed on each DM

in BSP manner as follows:

a) The ISTMAs for EPV in the context of Industry 5.0 are scored on

the basis of the DMs of the second level of the SS. The scores of

these DMs are returned to the first level of the SS criterion (FS and

VS). The resulting matrix represent the DM of the first level of the

SS criterion, which is used to rank the ISTMAs for EPV based on

their weighting criteria (i.e. FS and VS). The resulting scores

(BSPv) are returned to the first main criterion, which represents

the SS criterion (see Fig. 1).

b) The ISTMAs for EPV in the context of Industry 5.0 are scored on

the basis of the DMs of the third level of the DS criterion (price,

FCost, MCost, and BCost) and (range, EPerformance, and VPer-

formance). The scores of these DMs are returned to the second

level of the DS criterion (FAttributes and TechAttributes). The

resulting matrix plus the value of the FAvailability criterion repre-

sent the DM of the second level of the DS criterion, which is used

to rank the ISTMAs for EPV based on their weighting criteria (i.e.

FAttributes, TechAttributes, and FAvailability). The resulting

scores are returned to the first level of the DS criterion. To build

the DM of the second main criteria (DS), P-H−FWZIC is used to

evaluate the values of the MS criterion. The resulting scores are

combined with scores of CM to generate the DM of DS criterion

(see Fig. 1).

c) The ISTMAs for EPV in the context of Industry 5.0 are scored on

the basis of DMs of the second level of the Sus criterion. The scores

of these DMs are returned to the first level of the Sus criterion

(ECO and ENV). The resulting matrix plus the value of the SOC cri-

terion represent the DM of the second level of the Sus criterion,

which is used to rank the ISTMAs for EPV based on their weighting

criteria (i.e. ECO, ENV, and SOC). The resulting scores are returned

to the third main criterion, which represents the Sus criterion (see

Fig. 1).

d) The scoring decision matrix that supportive industry 5.0 is built

on the basis of scores returned from the Steps A, B and C above

(see Fig. 1). This matrix is used with weights of the main criteria

(SS, DS, and Sus) to calculate the final benchmarking results of the

ISTMA for EPV in the context of Industry 5.0.

Results and discussion

ISTMA for EPV decision matrices results in the context of industry 5.0

After defining and identifying the lists of ISTMA for EPV and their

evaluation criteria, the DMs are derived from their intersection in the

context of Industry 5.0. In the appendix, Table A.1 depicts the pro-

posed DMs that serve as the basis for benchmarking ISTMAs for EPV

in the context of Industry 5.0. (1) indicates the presence of the crite-

rion in the ISTMA for EPV in the context of Industry 5.0, whereas (0)

indicates the absence of the criterion in the ISTMA for EPV. At Level 3,

two DMs are constructed to evaluate ISTMAs for EPV in the context

of Industry 5.0 based on (price, FCost, MCost, and BCost) and (range,

EPerformance, and VPerformance) criteria. At Level 2, five DMs are

constructed to evaluate ISTMAs for EPV in the context of Industry 5.0

based on (R&D, FProd, FpCost, FDemand, FCost and FAvailability),

(R&D, QProd, VpCost, TecAtt, DCost, EDemand and RPrice),

6
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(FAvailability), (MSC, FC, TC, GDP and EDC) and (Euse, GHG use, VOC

use, PM use, NOX use, GHG Prod, VOC Prod, PM Prod, NOX Prod and

WF) criteria. At Level 1, two DMs are constructed to evaluate ISTMAs

for EPV based on MS and SOC criteria, respectively. It is worth to

mention that MS criterion is evaluated using P-H−FWZIC method

with the assistance of three experts. The MULTIMOORA used these

matrices to generate the remaining DMs in BSP manner in the con-

text of Industry 5.0.

ISTMA for EPV criterion weighting results in the context of industry 5.0

The ISTMA criteria identified in Section 3.2.1 for the selection of

the ISTMA for EPV in the context of Industry 5.0 are weighted using

the P-H−FWZIC technique, and the results are provided in this sec-

tion. Importantly, no inconsistencies were observed in the calculated

weights, which is one of P-H−FWZIC’s main benefits. The P-H−FWZIC

method is implemented in five steps, as outlined in Section 3.2.1. The

initial step of P-H−FWZIC focuses on defining and investigating the

main and three levels of criteria. In the second step, the nominated

experts use five linguistic expressions to evaluate each criterion using

data collecting form. In the third step, these five expressions are

replaced with five numeric scales to create the EDM (Table A.2 in the

appendix). In the fourth step, P-HFNs are used to create the P-HFS

−EDM by applying the P-HFS membership function on the EDM. In

the last step, each ISTMA for EPV criterion P-HFNs within the P-HFS

−EDMs of three experts are aggregated and defuzzied to produce the

final weight values (see Table 2).

The weight values at Levels 1−3 are employed by MULTIMOORA

to produce the remaining DMs in BSP manner. However, the weight

values of the main criteria will be used as benchmark ISTMAs for EPV

in the context of Industry 5.0. According to Table 2, the Sus (Sustain-

ability) criterion obtained the highest weight value of 0.4722, fol-

lowed by the SS (Supply Side) criterion with the weight value of

0.3667. Meanwhile, the DS criterion (Demand Side) had the lowest

weight value of 0.1612.

ISTMA benchmarking results for Epv in the context of industry 5.0 based

on MULTIMOORA

ISTMA benchmarking results for EPV in the context of Industry 5.0

are reported in this section. As mentioned in Section 3.2.2, the data

within the DMs (Table A.1 in the appendix) are normalised in the first

step. Subsequently, the ratio score system (yi) is utilised to compute

the ranking value of the ISTMAs for EPV, followed by the reference

point system (zi) and full multiplicative form (ui) calculations. The

resulting scores and ranks are aggregated using RPM method to pro-

duce the final ranking results of ISTMAs for EPV in the context of

Industry 5.0. The MULTIMOORA method is employed to perform two

functions. Firstly, it used to generate the DMs of ISTMAs for EPV in

BSP manner. In this context, the DMs at level 3 (see Table A.2 in the

appendix) are used to produce scores for FAttributes and TechAttri-

butes criteria at Level 2, as shown in Table A.3 in the appendix. Simi-

larly, the DMs at Level 2 are utilized by MULTIMOORA method to

generate scores for the criteria at Level 1 (e.g., FS, VS, CM, ECO and

Table 2

Criterion weight results.

Main criteria Criteria Level 1 Criteria Level 2 Criteria Level 3

SS 0.3667 FS 0.5629 R&D 0.0456

FProd 0.0456

FpCost 0.1849

FDemand 0.1436

FCost 0.3266

FAvailability 0.2537

VS 0.4371 R&D 0.0958

QProd 0.0250

VpCost 0.1692

TecAtt 0.1314

DCost 0.0057

EDemand 0.0418

Sales 0.2990

RPrice 0.2322

DS 0.1612 CM 0.5629 FAttributes 0.2822 Price 0.4348

Fcost 0.3377

MCost 0.1911

BCost 0.0364

TechAttributes 0.2192 Range 0.3704

EPerformance 0.4769

VPerformance 0.1527

FAvailability 0.4986

MC 0.4371

Sus 0.4722 ECO 0.3263 MS 0.4848

FC 0.2131

TC 0.1999

GDP 0.0092

EDC 0.0929

ENV 0.4202 Euse 0.1664

GHG Use 0.2760

VOC Use 0.0686

PM Use 0.2143

NOX Use 0.0686

GHG Prod 0.1293

VOC Prod 0.0299

PM Prod 0.0411

NOX Prod 0.0041

WF 0.0016

SOC 0.2534
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ENV) in the context of Industry 5.0. The generated scores were used

to construct the DMs at Level 1, which were then used to form the

final scoring decision matrix (see Fig. 1). The final ranking results of

the ISTMAs for EPV are given in Table 3.

Firstly, the scoring decision matrix is used to calculate yi scores

and ranks of the ISTMAs for EPV in the context of Industry 5.0 with

respect to the generated weight values. The alternative with the

higher score value is better. The ISTMA1 earned the highest rank

(rank = 1) with score value of (�0.1509), followed by ISTMA2

(rank = 2) and ISTMA7 (rank = 3) with score values of (�0.1937) and

(�0.2032), respectively. Meanwhile, ISTMA10 received the lowest

rank (rank = 11) with score value of (�0.2098). The rankings of the

remaining ISTMAs for EPV were distributed between the highest and

lowest ranks. Secondly, the scoring decision matrix is used again to

calculate the zi scores and ranks of the ISTMAs for EPV. The alterna-

tive with the lowest score value is better. The ISTMA7 obtained the

lowest score value of (0.0541) and ranked first. The ISTMA2 and

ISTMA11 received the second and third ranks with score values of

(0.0552) and (0.0713), respectively. According to zi, the lowest rank

is given to the ISTMA10 with a score value of (0.2893). The remaining

ISTMAs’ for EPV rankings in the context of Industry 5.0 are distrib-

uted between the greatest and lowest rankings. The scoring decision

matrix is used for the third time to calculate the ui scores and ranks

of the ISTMAs for EPV in the context of Industry 5.0. The alternative

with the greatest score value is better. ISTMA1, ISTMA7 and ISTMA2

are the top three alternatives according to ui, with scores of (9.2401),

(5.3725) and (5.1824), respectively. Similar to yi and zi, ISTMA10

ranked last with the score value of (2.4150). The remaining ISTMA for

EPV rankings in the context of Industry 5.0 are spread between the

first and last ranks. Finally, the RPM aggregated the scores and ranks

of the alternatives across the yi, zi and ui. The alternative with mini-

mum score value is better. The ISTMA1 achieved the first rank with

score valued of (0.4444), followed by the ISTMA7, ISTMA2, ISTMA11

and ISTMA3 with score values of (0.5455), (0.7500), (1.2000) and

(1.5385). ISTMA8 and ISTMA9 ranked 6th with score value of

(2.1818). Similarly, ISTMA5 and ISTMA6 ranked 8th with a score

value of (2.4000). ISTMA4 and ISTMA10 ranked last (10th and 11th)

with score values of (3.3333) and (3.6667), respectively.

Validation and evaluation of the proposed method

The proposed method is validated in this section by performing

sensitivity analysis (see Section 5.1). Following that, a comparison

analysis is used to evaluate the proposed method considering the

benchmark study (see Section 5.2).

Sensitivity analysis

In the literature, several researchers (Alamoodi et al., 2022a,

2022b; Al-Humairi et al., 2022; Qahtan et al., 2022) have utilised

sensitivity analysis to evaluate their findings. A comprehensive sensi-

tivity analysis was conducted to assess the stability of the integration

of the proposed novel MCDM techniques. The aim is to determine

whether the ideal alternative alters when the weights of the major

criteria are increased or decreased. The following steps were used to

perform sensitivity analysis (Pamucar et al., 2020):

Step 1: The most important criterion is select from the list. The Sus

(Sustainability) criterion in the context of Industry 5.0 is identified

as the most important criterion because it has the highest weight

value (wSus ¼ 0:4722).

Step 2: The boundaries Dx for altering the weight of Sus criterion

were determined based on the interval [�0:47217, 0:527831],

and it is calculated as follows:

� ws�Dx�1�ws; ð15Þ
where ws represents the weight value of Sus criterion

Step 3: The elasticity coefficient ac of Sus criterion is used to calculate

the extent to which each criterion departs, and it is calculated as

follows:

ac ¼ wo
c=W

0
c ; ð16Þ

where wo
c represents the original values of the weights of the main

criteria computed by P-H−FWZIC, and W0
c represents the sum of the

original values of the weights of the main criteria. The computed

elasticity coefficient ac values of the three main criteria (e.g. SS, DS

and Sus) were 0.6947, 0.3053 and 0.8945, respectively.

Step 4: Nine scenarios are created by splitting the predefined interval

Dx, and the new weights of all the main criteria are calculated

using Eq. (17). These new calculated weights must satisfy the con-

dition
P

wc ¼ 1.

wc ¼ 1�wsð Þ � wo
c=W

0
c

� �

¼ wo
c �Dxac ð17Þ

Fig. 2 illustrates the changing of the main criterion weights the in

nine scenarios. These weights will be used by MULTIMOORA to

benchmark ISTMAs for EPV.

Step 5: The new benchmarking results of ISTMAs for EPV across the

nine scenarios are compared with the original one. The observed

results demonstrate that the weights of the criteria have a consid-

erable effect on the benchmarking of the alternatives. The bench-

marking results of the 11 ISTMA for EPV alternatives in the

context of Industry 5.0 by 9 scenarios are shown in Fig. 3.

The proposed methodology is robust and stable in the majority of

the nine scenarios. As shown in Fig. 3, ISTMA1 maintained its first

ranking in six scenarios (S1−S6), which represent 67% of the ranking

in nine scenarios but dropped to the 4th, 6th and 7th ranks in S7−S9,

respectively. The second-best alternative (ISTMA7) according to the

Table 3

Scoring decision matrix and ISTMAs for EPV benchmarking results in the Context of Industry 5.0.

ISTMAs for EPV Scoring decision matrix yi zi ui RPM aggregation

SS DS Sus Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank

ISTMA1 (Shafiei et al., 2013) 0.3333 0.3333 1.2727 �0.1509 1 0.0785 4 9.2401 1 0.4444 1

ISTMA2 (Greene et al., 2014) 1.3636 1.0909 0.9677 �0.1937 2 0.0552 2 5.1824 3 0.7500 3

ISTMA3 (Shafiei et al., 2015) 0.9677 1.7143 1.2727 �0.2170 5 0.0785 4 4.8011 5 1.5385 5

ISTMA4 (G€unther et al., 2015) 3.4138 3.4138 0.6522 �0.3264 10 0.1651 10 3.7109 10 3.3333 10

ISTMA5 (Onat et al., 2016a) 3.1034 3.0000 0.4762 �0.2828 8 0.1485 8 4.5519 6 2.4000 8

ISTMA6 (Onat et al., 2016b) 3.1034 3.0000 0.4762 �0.2828 8 0.1485 8 4.5519 6 2.4000 8

ISTMA7 (Pasaoglu et al., 2016) 0.8000 2.6667 1.0000 �0.2032 3 0.0541 1 5.3725 2 0.5455 2

ISTMA8 (Onat et al., 2017) 2.0588 0.6667 1.3846 �0.2622 6 0.0925 6 4.0732 8 2.1818 6

ISTMA9 (Sen et al., 2017) 2.0588 0.6667 1.3846 �0.2622 6 0.0925 6 4.0732 8 2.1818 6

ISTMA10 (Kieckh€afer et al., 2017) 1.7143 1.8421 3.4138 �0.4708 11 0.2893 11 2.4150 11 3.6667 11

ISTMA11 (Shafiei et al., 2018) 0.9677 1.7143 1.2000 �0.2098 4 0.0713 3 4.9363 4 1.2000 4
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proposed method fell in all scenarios, whilst the third-best alterna-

tive (ISTMA2) maintained its ranking in one scenario (S7). The

ISTMA2 raised to the 2nd rank in S5 and S6 but dropped to the 4th

and 5th ranks in (S4, S8, and S9) and (S1-S3), respectively. Lest alter-

native (ISTMA10) maintained its 11th rank in six scenarios, which

represent 67% of the ranking in nine scenarios but raised to 8th and

10th ranks in (S1-S2) and S3, respectively. The ISTMA11, ISTMA3 and

ISTMA4 ranks based on the proposed method and the nine scenarios’

similarities were 11%, 22% and 22%, respectively. ISTMA8 and ISTMA9

maintained their rankings (rank = 6) in five scenarios (S1−S5), which

represent 56% of the ranking in nine scenarios but fell in the remain-

ing scenarios to the 9th rank. In addition, the rankings of ISTMA5 and

ISTMA6 are maintained in three scenarios (S3-S5) but elevated in S6-

S9 and decreased in S1-S2. The analysis confirmed that the weights

assigned to each criterion have a considerable effect on the ISTMAs’

for EPV final ranking outcomes in the context of Industry 5.0. For

instance, the best alternative (ISTMA1) according to the proposed

method (rank = 1) dropped to the 7th rank in S9 when the weight

value of the most important criterion (Sus) was set to 1, and the

weight values of the two other criteria were set to 0. In addition, lest

alternative (ISTMA10) according to the proposed method (rank = 11)

raised to the 8th rank in S1 when the weight value of the most impor-

tant criterion (Sus) was set to 0.

Finally, the relationships between ranking results based on the

proposed method and the nine scenarios were analysed using a

Spearman correlation coefficient (SCC). As seen in Fig. 4, the correla-

tion coefficients reveal a moderate and positive association between

rankings.

A strong and positive relationship existed between the ISTMAs for

EPV rankings in the context of Industry 5.0 according to the sug-

gested technique and five of the nine situations (S1 to S5), as shown

in the correlation analysis in Fig. 4, with SCC values of 0.8 (S1- S2),

and 0.9 (S3-S5). A moderate and positive correlation between rank-

ings is presented in S6 with SCC value of 0.6. In S7, the correlation

between rankings was weak and positive, with a SCC value of 0.2,

whereas it was weak and negative in S8 and S9, with SCC values of

Fig. 3. Sensitivity analysis of the ISTMAs for EPV benchmarking in the context of Industry 5.0.

Fig. 2. Main criteria weights in nine scenarios.
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�0.01 and �0.04, respectively. The average correlation coefficient

across all scenarios is 0.6, which indicates a moderate and positive

relationship.

Comparison analysis

In this section, the proposed method is compared with bench-

mark study (Alnoor et al., 2022) based on multiple comparison points

(checklist). It is worth mentioning that the benchmark study

extended MULTIMOORA and FWZIC under linear Diophantine fuzzy

rough sets (LDFRS) to benchmark oil companies. Therefore, we com-

pare the proposed method with the benchmark study from two

aspects: theoretical and application aspects. The comparison in the

theoretical aspect is based on the weighting and ranking perspec-

tives. In terms of weighting, P-H-FWZIC is compared with LDFRS

−FWZIC, whereas MULTIMOORA in the present study is compared

with LDFRS−MULTIMOORA in terms of ranking. The comparison in

the application aspect is based on the MCDM issues associated with

each case. The following points summarise the comparison, as illus-

trated in Table 4.

� 1st point: The inconsistency reflects whether the weighting

method in the compared studies solved this issue raised by

pairwise comparisons.
� 2nd point: The time consumption reflects whether the weight-

ing method in the compared studies required a lot of time to

implement.
� 3rd point: The dependency amongst criteria reflects whether

the weighting method in the compared studies re-conduct pair-

wise comparison when a criterion was removed or added.
� 4th point: The experts’ feedback reflects whether the weighting

method in the compared studies simply gathered feedback

from experts.
� 5th point: The ambiguity, uncertainty and vagueness of infor-

mation reflects whether the weighting method in the com-

pared studies solved the following issues:

& 1st subpoint: Efficiently managing uncertainty

& 2nd subpoint: A generic and more flexible preference structure

& 3rd subpoint: Facilitate the preference elicitation of experts

& 4th subpoint: Overcome the serious loss of information

& 5th subpoint: Consider the probability of each element’s

occurrence

& 6th subpoint: Permit many perspectives

Fig. 4. Rank correlation in nine scenarios.

Table 4

Comparison points between the proposed and benchmark studies.

Comparison Points Benchmark study

(Alnoor et al., 2022)

Proposed study

Theoretical

Aspect

Weighting perspective Inconsistency @ @

Time consumption @ @

Dependency amongst criteria @ @

Experts’ feedback @ @

Ambiguity, uncertainty and

vagueness of information

Efficiently managing uncertainty @ @

A generic and more flexible pref-

erence structure

X @

Facilitate the preference elicita-

tion of experts

X @

Overcome the serious loss of

information

X @

Consider the probability of each

element’s occurrence

X @

Permit many perspectives X @

Increase the information’s

reliability

X @

Performing multifunction X @

Ranking perspective Weighting the criteria X X

Straightforward and stable @ @

Least amount of processing time @ @

Least number of mathematical calculations @ @

Ambiguity, uncertainty and vagueness of information @ X

Performing multifunction X @

Application

Aspect

Multiple evaluation criteria @ @

Varying priorities of these criteria @ @

Diminish the weight of the criteria with sub criteria X @

Criteria trade-offs @ @

Data variation X @

Total score 52.17 91.3

Accumulative difference 47.8 8.7
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& 7th subpoint: Increase the information’s reliability

� 6th point: Performing multifunction reflects whether the

weighting method in the compared studies performed more

than one task.
� 7th point: Weighting the criteria reflects whether the ranking

method in the compared studies can weight the criteria or not.
� 8th point: Straightforward and stable reflects whether the

ranking method in the compared studies are simple and stable.
� 9th point: The least amount of processing time reflects whether

the ranking method in the compared studies required the least

amount of processing time to implement.
� 10th point: The least number of mathematical calculations

reflects whether the ranking method in the compared studies

required least number of mathematical calculations.
� 11th point: The ambiguity, uncertainty and vagueness of infor-

mation reflects whether the ranking method in the compared

studies solved this issue.
� 12th point: Performing multifunction reflects whether the

ranking method in the compared studies performed more than

one task.
� 13th point: Multiple evaluation criteria reflects whether the

application (case study) in the compared studies had this issue.
� 14th point: The varying priorities of these criteria reflects

whether the weights of the criteria varied in the application of

the compared studies.
� 15th point: Diminish the weight of the criteria with sub criteria

reflects whether the compared studies solved this issue.
� 16th point: Criteria trade-offs reflects whether the application

in the compared studies had this issue.
� 17th point: Data variation reflects whether the application in

the compared studies had this issue.

As given in Table 4, the comparison based on the theoretical aspect

are made from weighting and ranking perspectives. Six main points (1st

−6th points) and seven subpoints (1st−7th subpoints) are used to com-

pare the proposed study to the benchmark study in terms of weighting

perspective. The proposed work met all 12 points (100%), whereas the

benchmark study met only 5 of the 12 points (41.7%). Another six points

(7th−12th point) are used to compare the proposed study to the bench-

mark study in terms of ranking perspective. Both compared studies met

four of the six points (66.7%). The comparison based on the application

aspect are made on the basis of five comparison points (13th−17th

point). The proposed study satisfied all five points (100%), whilst the

benchmark study satisfied only three out of the five points (60%). Overall,

the proposed study achieved 21 out of the 23 points (91.3%) but fell to

satisfy only 2 points (8.7%). In contrast, the benchmark study met 12 out

of the 23 points (52.17%) but fell to satisfy 11 points (47.8%). Thus, a

value-added process in benchmarking the most sustainable ISTMA for

EPV in the context of Industry 5.0 was provided in the proposed study,

which presented themost essential comparison points.

Managerial implications

Undoubtedly, EPVs have become a desirable solution from the

demand side of the mobility industry to address the problem of air

pollution created by the transportation industry 5.0. Our findings

have a wide range of implications for managers, particularly the sus-

tainability strategists and those in the automotive industry, and poli-

cymakers, as well as future academics. Developing a sustainable

transportation environment, maximizing economic performance and

reducing energy consumption in the context of Industry 5.0 are pos-

sible by selecting the most sustainable approach for EPV. In addition,

the automotive industry 5.0 can benefit from determining the most

sustainable approach for EPV for the development phase of their

products. Furthermore, this study provides regulators with decision-

making assistance to evaluate existing approaches and prospective

policies. Lastly, this work can aid future academics by providing a

method for selecting the most sustainable ISTMA for EPV in the con-

text of Industry 5.0.

Conclusion

In this study, FWZIC introduced by Ref. Mohammed et al. (2022)

has been extended to P-H-FWZIC. The new extension can provide

experts with a wider range of options, increase the precision in

Algorithm 1

Criteria Weighting using P-H—FWZIC.

Step 2: Structured expert judgement:

Step 3: Building the Expert Decision Matrix (EDM):

Step 4: Application of PPHFS fuzzy membership function:

Step 5: Compute the final weight for each criterion:

Step 5.1: Find aggregation value for each criteria

Step 5.2: Find the score value

Algorithm 2

illustrates the pseudocode of the MULTIMOORA method.

Algorithm 2: MULTIMOORA ranking method

Input: Alternatives, criteria and criteria weights

Output: Select a best alternative that holds maximum value of beneficial crite-

ria and minimum value of cost criteria

Step 1: Formulated HMDTMLs Decision Matrix:

identify C½j�// C is the set of the identified affected criteria of ISTMAs.

identify A ½i�// ISTMA list as alternative.

Step 2: Categorize the input criteria into beneficial ðBeÞ and cost criteria ð

CoÞ

Step 3: Normalization

n length (C)

m length (A)

For j in {1..n}

For i in {1..m}

x�ij ¼
xij

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Pm

i¼1
ðxijÞ

2
p

End for

End for

Step 4: Ratio score system

m length (A)

For i in {1..m}

Yi ¼
P

g

j¼1

wjx
�
ij �

P

n

j¼gþ1

wjx
�
ij // ratio score system calculate using Eq. (6)where g:

benefit criteria category

End for

RRSS ¼ fAijmaxyi
>⋯>Aijminyi

g // ranking alternative according to ratio score sys-

tem

Step 5: Reference point system

For j in {1..n}

For i in {1..m}

Rj ¼ fmaxx�ij i
; j�g;maxx�ij i

; j> gg // reference point calculate using Eq. (8)

dij ¼ jwjrj �wjx
�
ij j: //distance from reference point calculate using Eq. (9)

zi ¼ maxdj ij; /maximum /distance from reference point calculate using Eq. (10)

End for

End for

RRPS ¼ fAij minzi i \succ⋯>Aij minzi i g, // ranking alternative according to reference

point

Step 6: Full multiplicative form system

m  length (A)

For i in {1..m}

ui ¼
Q

g

j¼1

ðx�ijÞ
wj =

Q

n

j¼gþ1

ðx�ijÞ
wj ; // Full multiplicative form system calculate using Eq.

(12)where g: benefit criteria category

End for

RFMFS ¼ fAij maxui i
>⋯>Ai

ij maxui i
uig // ranking alternative according to Full mul-

tiplicative form system

Step 7: Aggregation Score

m  length (A)

For i in {1..m}

RPMðAiÞ ¼ 1=
�

1=rðyiÞ þ 1=rðziÞ þ 1=rðuiÞ
�

; // rank position method calculate

using Eq. (14) to generate the final scores

End for

Step 8: ranking the alternative according to the score value, the best alter-

native has the smallest score value
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assessing the alternatives, and deal with ambiguity, uncertainty and

vagueness of information more successfully and professionally.

Therefore, a new method is proposed based on integration of P-H-

FWZIC and MULTIMOORA method to facilitate and solve the difficul-

ties associated with benchmarking ISTMAs for EPV in terms of the

sustainability in the context of Industry 5.0 and other main criteria.

Sensitive analyses, SCC test, and comparison analysis were conducted

to prove the strength of the proposed method.

Despite the advantages of the proposed work, the present

research has two main limitations. Firstly, only one aggregation and

defuzzification operators are employed with P-H-FWZIC. In future

research, other operators may be used. Secondly, regardless of their

level of experience, all the experts were treated equally. The solution

to this flaw is to grant certain influence on experts based on their

expertise.

The researcher’s perspective suggests that future research can be

improved as follows: (i) The proposed methodology can be used to

evaluate and benchmark any future approaches in the transportation

industry, portfolio selection based on financial performance of firms

(Qun et al., 2022), observation process modelling in the framework of

cognition processes (Claudiu and Radu-Emil 2012) and shape mem-

ory alloy wire actuators (Radu-Emil, 2021) (ii) P-H-FWZIC can be

extended with other fuzzy sets, such as interval-valued intuitionistic

fuzzy soft−rough sets, soft hesitant fuzzy rough set, T-spherical fuzzy

rough sets and picture fuzzy rough sets. (iii) Alternative linguistic

expressions (e.g. seven, ten or eleven scales) can be used to evaluate

the suitability of the ISTMAs for EPV in the context of Industry 5.0.

Supplementary Materials

Supplementary material associated with this article can be found

in the online version at doi:10.1016/j.jik.2022.100277.
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